CDF Webinar: NLRB Developments - A Panel Discussion

Over the last three years, the Trump National Labor Relations Board has gradually chipped away at existing pro-union and pro-employee rulings set by the Obama Board and earlier Boards. On March 19, CDF Partner Mark S. Spring will moderate a panel discussion with Sacramento Partner Nicole Legrottaglie Wohl and Los Angeles Partner John R. Giovannone to discuss many of these key changes and developments and their significance in the unionized and non-unionized workplace.

Some of the topics that will be covered include:

- new joint employer standard for unionization
- new rules on union access to employer email systems
- developments in the election process
- employee handbook policies and concerted activity – what is the NLRB’s current view

We hope you can join us for this interactive discussion where panelists will discuss and address the most pertinent union and non-union related topics so employers are kept up-to-date in this continuing challenging and changing area of law.

CA MCLE, HRCI and SHRM certificates will be available to attendees.

Presenters:

Mark Spring
Mark S. Spring has over 25 years of experience handling labor and employment law matters throughout Northern California. Spring’s practice is focused on representation of management in union-management relations and handling litigation triggered…

John Giovannone
John R. Giovannone is a partner in the Los Angeles office where he represents employers in the full range of employment law.
matters, from single plaintiff to class-based wage/hour, contract, discrimination, harassment, and licensing litigation,…

Read full bio»

Nicole Wohl
Representing employers and management in labor and employment matters in California state and federal courts, Nicole A. Legrottaglie aggressively defends her clients in a broad range of employment claims, including class actions and single…

Read full bio»